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TAKE A MOMENT TO GET TO KNOW US.  How we think and what we think are 

important.  How can we improve the equipment that helps people get the most from their time  

in the water?  It is a question that can keep us up at night, and it spurs us on in a quest to innovate.  

People who enjoy pools work here — from champion swimmers to folks who simply love water.  

We’ve found the best pool equipment ideas come from people who truly love pools, and that  

passion is reflected in the products we build.

We love how others enjoy pools.  We love the sound of a pool when it’s being used.  The shrieks of 

joy or the roar of encouragement during a race.  We love the look of the water, whether it’s still or 

it’s a mass of turbulence.  We love how the cool water makes your skin tingle on a hot summer day.  

And how it enables mobility for those more encumbered on land.  Yes, we love pools.

This mindset gives us a special perspective when it comes time to design pool equipment.

It makes us better at minding the little things that matter.

For more than 80 years, S.R. Smith has had a singular focus: Create products that make the pool  

experience better for both swimmers and owners.  If it involves a pool, chances are we’ve “seen it” 

and if there’s a way to improve, we’ll find it.  We were the first to manufacture diving boards on a 

commercial scale.  We were first to focus on salt-friendly products.  Starting blocks are now designed 

with a track start wedge — a concept we improved by allowing the wedge to be tucked away when 

not in use.  Our lane line storage reel with the largest capacity on the market saves deck space.  Our 

comprehensive line of accessibility products helps ensure everyone can enjoy the benefits of  

being in the water.  And for the people who design aquatic facilities and spec pool equipment,  

we have created configuration tools to make it easier to select what’s needed.

That’s how we think.  This is who we are.  Welcome to S.R. Smith.
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WetTractionTM

Increased traction when wet. No more slippery rails.

StressLessTM

Unique, chemically-bonded coating fully encapsulates 
stainless steel tubing and provides protective coating 
that virtually eliminates corrosion and stays cool, even in 
extreme temperatures.

Sealing Cap
Creates full encapsulation (shown pulled off).

WE MAKE QUOTING AND SPECIFYING EASY 
Engineering specifications and AutoCAD drawings are easy to add to facility designs and bid proposals.  Configure 
your own custom rails with the S.R. Smith Rail Configurator.  This handy tool generates a basic specification  
document that can be given to your channel partner for a quote. Visit www.srsmith.com/customrails

Powder Coated Colors Sealed SteelTM Colors

ladders & rails 

Ladders and rails are so common place that you barely think about them — but we do.  Constantly.  
We know how important they are.  They’re functional, yet they have the power to add unique design 
elements that can make a pool special.  So when you choose S.R. Smith, you are choosing ladders and 
rails that have the unique capacity to turn an ordinary pool into the extraordinary — without breaking 
the bank. If your design calls for ADA compliant rails or virtually any custom steel tubing deck  
accessories, look to S.R. Smith.    

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH — FINISHED FOR PERFORMANCE

We offer standard and custom commercial rails in wall thicknesses of .065”, .109”, .120” and .145” and 
outside diameters (OD) of 1.50”, 1.625” and 1.90”.  Our rails are fabricated from 304 stainless steel, 
or 316L for a higher level of protection against corrosion.  For the additional protection needed for salt 
chlorinator pools and to keep rails cool to touch, we offer two levels of coating protection — powder 
coating and our SealedSteelTM protective vinyl.

CUSTOMIZE WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Just about the only limit to our custom rails is your imagination. No one else in the industry offers the 
degree of customization or the quick turnaround times you’ll find with S.R. Smith.  Our state-of-the-art  
rail manufacturing capabilities enable us to economically produce rails and ladders with fewer weld joints.



GREAT DESIGN STARTS WITH FREEDOM
TO BLEND FORM WITH FUNCTION.
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starting platforms

Whether you’re running an elite swim program or teaching beginners, S.R. Smith has the right starting 
block for your facility.  We offer six models, including a new FINA approved design that features track 
start wedges and side handles.  And because we believe flexibility should be available to every aquatic 
facility, we’ve included options that are designed to accommodate pools with wide or parapet gutter 
configurations, narrow bulkheads or decks where space is an issue.

PLATFORMS FOR EVERY LEVEL

Our starting platforms meet FINA, NCAA, USMS, and USAS competition pool rules and regulations.  

ELITE & COMPETITIVE MODELS
Legacy Launch:  Single post, state-of-the-art design includes track start wedge and optional side handles.  
Side or back mount, and long reach models available.
Legacy: Single-post, back or side mount, with long reach model available.
RecordQuest™:  Single-post, back mount, with long reach model available.

COMPETITIVE & RECREATIONAL MODELS
Legacy II:  Economical dual post model is a practical choice for recreational facilities.
Universal: Multipurpose platform design with U-shaped step and platform provides wide starting space 
for beginners, as well as step/rest area for coaches.
Varsity Deluxe:  Low profile platform that is ideal for beginning competitors.

ROCKSOLID™ ANCHOR

The secret to stability is our patented RockSolidTM Anchor, (U.S. Patent # 8033077).  Available for most 
single or dual post models, this innovative, expandable wedge assembly exerts continuous, even
pressure on platform posts to eliminate starting block movement or wobble. 

CUSTOMIZE WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Our platforms are available in five powder-coated frame colors, with radiant white steps and
footboards.  We also offer a variety of customization options for facilities that want to show off their 
team spirit by placing team logos on the footboard, or custom powder coating frames and footboard 
tread to match team colors.  Many models are available with side or back mounting steps, with a long 
reach version and a variety of backstroke start handle designs. 

QUOTING AND SPECIFYING MADE EASY 
S.R. Smith’s engineering specifications and AutoCAD drawings are easy to add to facility designs and bid proposals.  
Configure your own starting blocks online with the Build-A-Block Configurator.  It generates a basic specification 
document that can be given to your channel partner to produce a quote.  Visit www.srsmith.com/buildablock

Standard Frame Colors Tread Color



WHEN YOU’VE SPENT YEARS PERFECTING 
YOUR STROKE, THE LAST THING YOU WANT
IS TO LOSE BECAUSE OF A WOBBLY START.
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AS A LIFEGUARD, MY JOB IS TO KEEP
PEOPLE SAFE — BOTH IN THE WATER
AND ON THE DECK.  THAT BEGINS
WITH HAVING THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT.
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WE MAKE QUOTING AND SPECIFYING EASY 
SR Smith’s engineering specifications and AutoCAD drawings are easy to add to facility designs and bid proposals.
Visit www.srsmith.com
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lifeguard equipment

Pool safety is paramount.  Our knowledge of the pool environment has led to the
development of equipment that takes the guesswork out of pool safety.  From lifeguard 
stands to high-capacity lane line reels , we of fer the r ight equipment to help keep
your decks and your swimmers safe.

LIFEGUARD CHAIRS 

S.R. Smith manufactures eight styles of lifeguard stands to meet the logistical and safety needs of
facilities from small hotel pools to large aquatic facilities.  Each model is designed to address common 
needs found across a variety of pool environments.  For facilities with multiple or large bodies of water, 
we created a stand seat that can rotate 360 degrees for maximum viewing capability.  We manufacture 
permanent and portable styles, 30" low profile models, and a towering 8’ Vista stand.  Whatever your 
requirement, you’ll find an S.R. Smith chair that’s ideal for your facility.

PORTABLE MODELS
Low Profile: 30" and 42" seat height with 360 degree rotation and stainless steel base.
O-series: Unique circular, lightweight design, 30" and 42" seat height with 360 degree rotation
and stainless steel base.
Standard: 6’ seat height, two wheels for portability, 45 degree seat swivel and stainless steel base.
Vista: 6’ and 8’ seat height models with 360 degree rotation, two wheels for portability and stainless 
steel base.

FIXED LIFEGUARD CHAIRS 
Cantilever: Slim design, 6’ seat height with 360 degree rotation, with steel base ready for paint.
Guardian: Slim design, 6’ seat height with 360 degree rotation, with stainless steel base.
Institutional: 6’ seat height with 360 degree rotation, extended observation platform, and
stainless steel base.
Outlook: 5’ and 6’ seat height with 360 degree rotation, with a powder-coated stainless steel base.

XL CAPACITY LANE LINE STORAGE REEL

Because an uncluttered deck is essential for pool safety, we offer the largest capacity lane line reel on 
the market.  The powder-coated, stainless steel frame resists corrosion.  Heavy-duty locking casters 
can swivel 360 degrees for easy maneuverability, and a handy eye-hook for securing the first lane line 
makes the XL Capacity Lane Line Storage Reel extremely functional.



Marine BlueRadiant White

WE MAKE QUOTING AND SPECIFYING EASY 
SR Smith’s engineering specifications and AutoCAD drawings are easy to add to facility designs
and bid proposals.  Visit www.srsmith.com

diving boards & stands

Durability, longevity and safety are the hallmarks of S.R. Smith diving boards and stands.  We’ve built 
our reputation on our ability to meet a myriad of facility needs with diving boards and stands that are 
affordable, and durable enough to withstand the test of time.  So whether you are designing a new 
facility or need to replace a diving board, S.R. Smith has the solution.

DIVING BOARDS FOR ANY POOL

Our diving boards and stands have been designed with a variety of requirements in mind:  pool
specifications, user levels and budgets.  Our wide range of diving boards and stands help ensure that 
your facility meets ANSI-NSPI-1 2003 Standards* for public swimming pools.  This safety standard
outlines which types of board and stand combinations are appropriate for a specific pool envelope. 

DIVING STANDS:
Deluxe: 1 or 3-meter stands that come with stainless steel handrails, an adjustable fulcrum, and 
are primed and ready for paint.  Options include back, left, right and dual mounting styles.
Steel Meter: 1⁄2, 3⁄4 and 1-meter stands that come powder-coated in radiant white
(1-meter requires handrails).
Econoline:  1-meter stand with back step, comes primed and ready for paint.
U-Frame:  12", 18" and 24" stands that are our most economical option.

AVAILABLE BOARDS:
S.R. Smith boards come in lengths from 8' to 16', and are designed for a wide range of usage levels  
as well as pool envelopes.  We offer a variety of fiberglass-reinforced core styles, and one all aluminum
board.  Most board styles have a 250 lb. weight capacity, though we offer an extra heavy-duty
style with a 400 lb. weight capacity.  Boards are sold separately from stands.

All boards are available in radiant white and marine blue, though select board styles are available in
additional neutral gray and taupe colors.  

 

*Consult your local and state installation design codes to determine stand sizes and board lengths.



WHETHER IT’S CREATING THE LARGEST
CANNONBALL SPLASH, OR DAZZLING
FRIENDS WITH A FRONT ONE-AND-A-HALF,  
PERFECTION BEGINS WITH THE FEEL OF
THE BOARD BENEATH MY FEET.



A CORKSCREW SLIDE BRINGS  
OUT THE KID IN EVERYONE



WE MAKE QUOTING AND SPECIFYING EASY 
S.R. Smith’s engineering specifications and AutoCAD drawings are easy to add to facility designs and bid proposals.
Visit www.srsmith.com

Taupe Vortex BlueGranite GreySandstone
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pool slides

Nothing creates a more universally embraced pool experience than a pool slide.  S.R. Smith’s slides 
are thoughtfully designed to deliver loads of pure pool entertainment, and will transform your aquatic 
facility into a favorite destination for kids of all ages.  

HIGH-TECH MATERIALS 

S.R. Smith’s slides are manufactured with high-quality materials that resist fading and scratching so they 
retain their luster through years of heavy use.  Our pool slides come in heights from just over 4’ to the 
towering VortexTM that tops-out at 10'7".

CONFIGURED FOR SERIOUS FUN

Our best selling commercial slide, the Vortex, features a 19’ corkscrew runway with a high volume 
water delivery system that promises to be a major attraction at any aquatic facility.  It can be ordered 
with an open or closed flume, as well as in a staircase or ladder style.  

SAFETY BUILT IN

From enclosed ladders to easy-to-grip rails to nonslip treads, safety is engineered into every
one of our slides.  And all S.R. Smith slides are fully compliant with the CPSC Safety Standard
for Swimming Pool Slides (16 CFR 1207).

Not all colors available on all slides.  Blue available in Vortex only.  



SWIMMING POOLS OFFER A FREEDOM
I CAN’T GET ANY OTHER WAY.  WITHOUT
EASY ACCESS, MY QUALITY OF LIFE
WOULD BE GREATLY DIMINISHED. 



SPECIFYING MADE EASY 
S.R. Smith’s Pool Configurator makes it easy to choose the lift that’s right for your pool.  When you provide
basic information about your pool, this handy tool will show you the best lift options to suit your needs.
Visit www.srsmith.com/poolliftbuilder

accessibility products

Aquatic activities benefit people of all ages and abilities, and S.R. Smith’s full line of ADA compliant  
accessibility equipment helps ensure that everyone can get in and out of the pool safely.  In addition, 
we have been at the forefront of efforts to educate pool owners and operators about compliance  
with the American Disabilities Act (ADA) by developing tools like our pool lift configurator and the  
educational website: poollifts.com.

ACCESS FOR ALL 

S.R. Smith accessibility products include the Mobile Aquatic Chair (MAC), ADA compliant handrails 
and transfer bars, as well as a wide variety of fixed pool lifts — both anchored and portable.  The pool 
lifts come in a number of styles including Hi/Lo models for facilities with in-ground pools and above 
ground spas, as well as Extended Reach models for pools with parapet or wide gutter configurations.  
Standard features on all models include a waterproof user hand control, rechargeable battery, footrest, 
seat belt assembly and our patent pending LiftOperator™.

COMPLETE CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

The LiftOperator provides control of the lift from the pool deck by way of the touchpad, or with the 
hand control from the water.  It features an emergency stop switch, an audible safety alert, a visual  
battery level indicator, a downloadable performance log and an optional activation key.  Easy to use  
and maintain, the LiftOperator is a winner for swimmers and facility managers.

EDUCATION FOR ALL

Understanding what constitutes an ADA compliant pool can be a daunting task if you’re not an expert.  
Fortunately, S.R. Smith is.  And we share this expertise to help you find pool accessibility solutions that 
ensure your pools will be in compliance with the ADA regulations.  So whether you’re looking
to become an ADA Accessibility Specialist, or simply needing to understand the basic product and
installation requirements, we can help.  Visit www.poollifts.com for more details.



S.R. Smith LLC
P.O. Box 400  |  Canby, OR 97013
Phone: 503.266.2231  |  Toll Free: 800.824.4387  |  Fax: 503.266.4334
info@srsmith.com   |   www.srsmith.com
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State and local code requirements may differ from these standards. It is the responsibility of the buyer to ensure that the assembly,  
installation and use of S.R. Smith, LLC product purchased meets any and all state and local code requirements.
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